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RADIATION DOSES FROM RADON AND ITS PROGENY IN IRISH HOUSES

(Prepared by J P Me Laughlin , Physics Dept. University College
Dublin.August 1985. It should be noted that this report is not meant to be
exhaustive and has been written using the minimum of necessary scienti-fic
notation. An Appendix o-f radiation terms is however included . This report
is intended primarily to give a general indication o-f the contribution made
by the radon series to the radiation dose received by the Irish public. The
exposure o-f Irish workers such as miners etc to radon and its progeny is
not discussed in this report. )

WHAT IS RADON ?

Radon is a naturally occurring radioactive gas which originates in rocks
and soils and is present in trace amounts in the atmosphere. The isotope o-f
most importance to radiation protection is Radon-222 which will be simply
termed radon throughout this report. Radon is part o-f what is called the
Uranium -238 series and its immediate parent is Radium -226.

An outline o-f part o-f this natural radioactive series is given below.
Because most normal soils and rocks contain minute trace amounts o-f uranium
and radium they are also producers o-f trace amounts o-f radon. The radon gas
atoms so produced are in principle free to move through pores in the ground
and may escape into the atmosphere or into the airspaces of a house which
is built above the ground. Radon has a radioactive half life of 3.82 days
and as it slowly migrates upwards towards the atmosphere it also undergoes
radioactive decay. As a result only a fraction of the radon atoms produced
in the ground may survive to enter either the atmosphere or the indoor air
of a dwelling. This fraction is a complicated function of many factors such
as the porosity and moisture content of the rock and soil, permeablity of
house foundations etc. Stuca.; es in Ireland and other European countries have
shown that in most cases the radon in the indoor air of a dwelling
originates in the subjacent ground with relatively minor contributions
coming from the building materials and water supply. In recent years modern
building practices such as double glazing and reduced ventilation rates
aimed at energy conservation and comfort have tended to increase the
average level of indoor radon in most developed countries.

THE RADIUM AND RADON RADIOACTIVE DECAY CHAIN
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RADIATION DOSES FROM RADON AND ITS PROGENY

As shown in the radioactive decay scheme radon produces various
short-lived progeny or as they are usually termed "daughter products".
Radon itsel-f and a number o-f these daughter products emit radiation in the
•form o-f alpha particles (sometimes called alpha rays). It is the alpha
particles -from two o-f these daughter products (Polonium -218 and -214 )
which are considered to be primarily responsible -for the radiation dose and
risk associated with inhaling air containing radon and its daughters.
Because they are alpha emitters this would seem to suggest that these radon
daughters are o-f little radiological health significance as alpha particles
have quite a short range in materials and may be typically stopped by a
sheet o-f cardboard. It is well known that gamma and X-rays on the otherhand
usually require concrete or lead shielding to absorb their energy. The
problem with radon and its progeny arises because they are airborne and may
be inhaled directly into the lung. The short lived radon daughters may
deposit on surfaces o-f the lung airways where they will deliver all o-f
their alpha energy to lung cells. Precisely because o-f their short range in
materials the radon daughter alpha particles deliver all o-f their energy
within a -few cell lengths in lung tissue. The energy they deposit is thus
highly concentrated in these -few cells and consequently the probability o-f
detrimental cell damage may be high. For an equal amount o-f energy
deposited by an X-ray and an alpha particle in passing through human tissue
the energy lost by the X—ray will be spread over a much greater number o-f
cells and will be there-fore much less concentrated and have a
correspondingly lower probability o-f causing detrimental health effects
than that -from the alpha particle. A fuller description of the relative
biological effectiveness of different types of radiation is outside the
brief of this report but an Appendix of radiation units and terms is
included to give some understanding of this topic.

Since the Middle Ages in Europe documentary evidence has
existed which reports that miners in certain types of mines had an
excessive incidence of death from a disease which we now know to have
been lung cancer. It now appears that lung cancer in such situations
is caused primarily by the alpha particle irradiation of certain
sensitive lung cells fallowing the inhalation of high concentrations
of radon daughters which may be present in mines . While uranium
mines may be expected to have high levels of radon}high levels are
also often found in other types of mines. The radon concentrations in
the mines of many countries are now legally regulated to a small
fraction of their historical levels. In the case of the miners the
evidence which ultimately resulted in legislation to control radon and
daughter levels was largely the result of lung cancer epidemiological
studies in the 1950s and 1960s of uranium miners in Czechoslovakia and
the U.S. Within the past 10 years however due to considerable advances
in our knowledge of lung modelling and radiation dosimetry we are now
able with a fair measure of confidence to calculate a lung dose and an
associated lung cancer risk factor for either workers (such as miners)
in an industrial environment or for members of the public in their
homes exposed to a given concentration of airborne radon daughters.
Surveys of radon levels in homes have taken place in recent years in a
number of countries (including a pilot survey in Ireland described
below). As a result of these improvements in our knowledge it is now
accepted by most competent authorities in the OECD countries that the
single largest contribution to the annualised wholelife radiation dose
to members of the public arises from radon in the indoor air of their
homes. Figure 1 below which refers to the situation in Britain shows
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on a percentage basis the relative contributions to exposure o-f the
public to various sources o-f radiation (Re-f 1). The single largest
contributor at 40'/. can be seen to be radon. It should be pointed out
that this refers to the effect arising from the average concentrations
o-f radon -found in most houses. Both in Britain and in Ireland a small
percentage o-f the houses surveyed were -found to have radon levels many
times the average value.

It is interesting to note on this diagram that the contribution to the
population dose from eating fish contaminated by Windscale/ Sellafield
discharges is included within the IV. "other" category. In Britain the
estimated average annual effective dose equivalent to members of the public
from all sources including radon is 2.4 milliSievert (see appendix) or 240
ffiillirem in the old dose units. It is not unreasonable to assume that the
public dose situation is similar in Ireland. The limited Irish data on
radon ,cosmic and gamma ray contributions to public doses are in good
agreement with British findings. In the cases of internal exposure (due
mainly to natural radioactive substances in food) and exposure from medical
procedures the Irish data is not yet reduced to a form where it can be used
to estimate their annual average contributions to public doses. It is
expected that the dose chart for the Irish public when it is eventually
drawn up will not differ much from Figure 1.

FIGURE i

1% 01 her

INDOOR RADON LEVELS IN IRELAND

(a) 1982-84 RADON SURVEY

During the period 1983-84 a preliminary study was
made of radon and penetrating radiation (i.e. gamma and cosmic
radiation) levels in Irish houses. This study was carried out jointly
by staff from the Physics Departments of University College Dublin
(J.P.Mc Laughlin — Radon measurements) and Trinity College Dublin
(I.R. Me Aulay —Gamma measurements). Funding for the research was
obtained from the Commission of the European Communities within the
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•framework o-f its 19B0-84 Radiation Protection Programme.

In this pilot survey particular attention was paid
to areas in Ireland where the presence o-f certain geological
structures gave reason to expect that indoor radon and gamma levels
might be higher than average. Three such areas investigated were
South-East Leinster, West-Donegal and North-West Clare. In addition
rr.easurements were made in more "normal" areas such as the major urban
areas o-f Dublin and Cork. Data on radon and gamma levels in
approximately 300 houses have been obtained todate(Ref 2).

Seasonally averaged indoor radon concentrations were
•found to range -from as low as 3 Becquerel/cubic metre o-f air (Bq/m^)
to as high as 700 Bq/m^with a median value o-f about 40 Bq/m? (A
de-finition o-F the Becquerel and other radiation units are given in the
Appendix.) The average value is similar to those -found in other E.E.C.
countries. From the viewpoint o-f radiological protection it is more
use-ful to consider the radiation doses from radon and its progeny
rather than their airborne concentrations.Here, unless otherwise stated
the term dose will be used as an abbreviation for what is known as the
"e-ffective dose equivalent" (see Appendix). In terms of the doses
arising from the radon concentrations quoted above these have been
estimated to range from 0.08 milliSievert (mSv) per year to about 20
mSv per year with the median value at 1 mSv/year. For purposes of
comparison it may be useful to note that a chest X—Ray for example
might involve a dose equivalent to the lung of about 1 mSv (or 100
mrem in the old radiation units). The radiation doses from the
penetrating radiation measured in the houses had a minimum of 0.38
mSv/year ,a maximum of 1.5 mSv/year with a mean of 0.8 mSv/year. The
most striking difference therefore noted between the two types of
radiation in the houses surveyed is that while both ware found to have
a low median value a small but not insignificant fraction of the
houses had radon daughter doses which were considerably above the
mean value. It is estimated that the radon daughter dose in the house
with the highest radon concentration so far detected is about 20
milliSievert per year. If a source of unsolicited artificial radiation
was found to be having such an impact and if it was as amenable to
control as radon then controlled it would be! (see Radiation Doses
and Risks below)

It appears even on the basis of this limited study
that a strong correlation exists between indoor radon levels and the
nature of the geological structures immediately under or close to the
house rather than necessarily with the general geology of the region.
This is understandable because the short half life of radon limits its
effective migration in the ground to some tens of metres at most. A
good example of this was in West Donegal where radon levels in
houses in the general area of former uranium prospects were at or
below the survey average value.

For houses investigated in Dublin city and
adjacent countryside the median indoor radon level was found to be
about 30 Bq/m"3 which is somewhat below the median value o-f 40 Bq/nv2"
•for the whole survey. In this area which is the largest population
concentration in the country the geology is dominated by limestone
which has a low radon exhalation rate. In the case of dwellings in the
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Cork City area on the otherhand the median indoor radon level was
•found to be 61 Bq/m"1 -for the houses surveyed. In addition about a
quarter o-f the Cork houses investigated had radon levels between three
and seventeen times the survey median value. It appears this is due to
the very complex geological situation in and around Cork City. With
the assistance o-F the Geology Department of University College Cork a
closer study of indoor radon levels in Cork has commenced. It would
be incorrect and premature at this time to comment any further on the
Cork situation. It is to be noted that the 19S3-B4 pilot survey of
indoor radon and penetrating radiation in Ireland did not purport to
be anything more than a preliminary study to obtain an approximate
idea of the likely range of indoor radiation doses being received by
the Irish public. The method in which houses were chosen was not
random and the total number of houses surveyed was small (circa 300).
Dne should be always wary of the statistics of small numbers ! It is
however interesting to note that the pilot Irish survey compares very
favourably in terms of population coverage with the radon survey in
Britain, with a population of about 55 mi 11 ions,where up to the end of
1984 approximately 3000 houses were surveyed by the National
Radiological Protection Board.

(b) FUTURE WORK

In May 19B5 the Commission of the European Communites
approved a research proposal from the Physics Department University
College Dublin to make an extensive study of the doses arising from
indoor radon in Ireland. This work is contract-funded within the
framework of the C.E.C. 1985-89 Radiation Protection Programme. The
project leader is J.P.Mc Laughlin ,Physics Dept. U.C.D.. Another part
of this work (to be carried out in collaboration with the Technical
University of Denmark) will be to make laboratory studies of the
physical properties of radon daughters with the ultimate" aim of
developing remedial methods to reduce the doses arising from these
substances in indoor air.

The project leader intends to maintain and develop the links already
existing with other interested groups such as the Nuclear Energy
Board, the Geological Survey of Ireland , The National Institute for
Physical Planning and Construction Research (An Foras Forbartha) and
other Irish universities (TCD,UCC and UCG ). In this context it is
worth noting that agreement has been reached for this national survey
of indoor radon to use the same statistical frame of about 3000
households randomly produced from the electoral register which is
being used by An Foras Forbarhta in their survey of houshold energy
usage. Apart from obvious statistical advantages to such an
arrangement any effect of energy conservation practices on radon
levels in houses may be assessed .

RADIATION DDSES AND RISKS

With the appropriate experience and equipment it is
possible to accurately measure the concentrations of radon and its
daughters in air. Using the latest available information from lung
radiation dosimetry studies it is also possible with a fair degree of
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con-fidence to state that a dose o-f so many mSv per year will be given
to a person exposed to air containing a given amount o-f a particular
radon daughter. Having obtained a dose value expressed in mSv per year
the obvious question may then be asked "What is the statistical
probability or risk o-f a detrimental health e-f-fect resulting -from this
unsolicited and presumably non-beni-ficial dose of 1 mSv per year
arising -from radon daughters". In practice the question is usually
asked in a more direct and emotive colloquial form such as :"How
dangerous is this dose ?" This is rather similar to the question:
"How dangerous is it to smoke 1 cigarette per day ?" In the cases of
either radiation exposure or cigarette smoking almost indisputable
evidence exists that at high levels of either activity severe
detrimental health effects will result. Until unequivocal evidence to
the contrary is produced it should be the prudent stance of health
authorites that the risk from these activities is assumed to be
directly proportional to the amount of exposure down to the lowest
level. We therefore assume that the health detriment arising from 1
mSv /year is 100 times smaller than that arising from 100 mSv/year. In
a similar way it is prudent to assume that 1 cigarette per day is 100
times less detrimental to health than 100 cigarettes per day!

There are obviously many uncertainties in our knowledge
with regard to the risk associated with hazard whether chemical
,biological .radioactive etc. We can only form judgements and plan
actions on the basis of the best objective information presently
available to us . On this basis Table 1 is presented as an attempt to
place the risk from radon in the context of other more familar
risksCref 1 ) . It indicates that if the national average radon dose is
about 1 mSv /year then the very small number of probable
consequential lung cancer deaths will be hidden within the much
larger number o-f lung cancer deaths which are presumably due to other
causes such as smoking etc. People living in the small number of
households with a radon dose of 10 mSv/year or greater may however
have a radon risk comparable to fatal accidents in the house or on the
road. The legal and socio-economic implications of this should be
considered carefully by the competent authorities.

Table 1: Nominal Lifetime Risks: Radon and other causes.

Lung cancer from 100 mSv per year 7 V.
Lung cancer from 10 cigarettes a day 6 V.
Fatal accidents in the home 1 'A.
Fatal accidents on the road 1 "/.
Lung cancer from 1 mSv per year 0.07 7.

REGULATORY IMPLICATIONS

The principal international body that lays down
principles and makes recommendations regarding the regulation o-f
radioactive substances and their radiations is the International
Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP). In most countries very
serious consideration is given to the appropriate ICRP recommendations
by those drafting new regulations or legislation in the area of
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radiation protection. It would be impossible in this short report to
deal adequately with ICPP recommendations and in particular how they
apply to members o-f the public as distinct -from those who receive
occupational exposure -from radiation. In the present context it is
worth noting that the ICRP recommend strict limits on the e-f-fective
dose equivalent that a person may receive . For a member o-f the
general public the dose limit is 5 mSv/year (the limit -for workers is
ten times higher at 50 mSv/year). These limits are aimed at
controlling detrimental ef-fects which have an element o-f probability
,such as ,cancer and hereditary damage. Prolonged exposure at the 5
mSv/ year dose limit for members o-f the public is strongly
discouraged.

The ICRP recommendations were originally made on
the basis o-f dealing mainly with doses o-f artificial origin which
occurred in addition to natural radiation. Natural radiation (in
particular -from radon ) is no longer a "background " phenomenon or a
•footnote in the literature o-f radiological protection. In recognition
o-f this the ICRP published in 1984 its publication No.39 entitled
"Principles -for Limiting Exposure o-f the Public to Natural Sources o-f
Radiation" (re-f 3). Like all such ICRP publications it is a very
care-full/ and closely written document. It distinguishes between the
radon problem in existing houses and in future situations. For
existing houses it states that where a simple remedial action ( e.g.
improved ventilation > is possible an action level for what is called
an equilibrium equivalent radon concentration of 200 Bq/m might be
considered. For future housing it states that a concenration of half
this value might be considered ( 100 Bq/ii? ) . A small percentage fo the
houses investigated in the 1983-B4 pilot study in Ireland are above
both of these concentrations.

At a national level in Ireland there are as
yet no regulations or legislation dealing specifically with exposure
of members of the public to radon in their own homes. EEC Directives
in this area to which we must comply are inadequate and are themselves
under review. The problem of radon exposure is however being studied
by the Advisory Group on Environmental Radioactivity which has been
set up by the Nuclear Energy Board . There are also Irish
representatives on both EEC and OECD committees dealing with
radiation protection of the public which are studying the implications
of radon exposure. The introduction of any legislation in th's area of
public exposure to natural radiation raises complex socio-economic
issues and will require careful and competent drafting.

It is instructive to note the situation in Sweden in this
regard. Sweden due to special geological reasons has a major problem
with high levels in a substantial fraction of its houses. The
government there set up a Radon Commission in 1979. In 19B3 the
Swedish Radon Commission recommended an action level of 400 Bq/m for
the equilibrium equivalent radon concentration in existing houses and
suggested that the concentration in future houses be kept
substantially below 100 Bq/m"1 (ref 4) . These recommendations it will
be noted are in close agreement with ICRP Report No.39. For new
buildings in Sweden the Urban Planning Board has introduced some
limits in the building code. An equilibrium equivalent radon
concentration of 70 Bq/m'5 has been set as the officially authorised
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limit -for new houses. This seems an excessively stringent limit which
in many cases is expected to place unwarranted legal resposibi1ity on
builders who have conscientiously -followed the building code.

REDUCTION OF INDOOR RADON DAUGHTER DOSES

For the small minority o-f houses which may have a radon problem
there are many di-f-ferent ways o-f reducing the dose arising from radon
daughters in the indoor air. Based on the experience gained in Sweden
fthe U.S and Canada these preventative measures may be divided into
three main categories:

(1) Preventing or minimising radon entry into houses.

For new houses this may be acheived by not building houses on land with an
excessively high radon exhalation rate, by avoiding the use o-f building
materials of high radon exhalation rate or by designing houses to prevent
the entry of radon. In practice economic and other factors dictate that
only the latter option is usually available. Minimizing the entry of radon
may be acheived by a number of means the most common of which is the
construction of a foundation which contains no cracks and incorporates a
membrane layer which has a low radon permeabilty. Having regard to human
error at the construction stage and the unlikely long term integrity of the
radon barrier it is prudent to incorporate additional air grills to improve
subfloor ventilation thereby venting subfloor radon to the outside
atmosphere. Expensive and somehat heroic versions of this approach have
been tried in some Swedish houses where active subfloor ventilation using
continually operated air pumps have been used. In the case of existing
houses various forms of foundation crack caulking and subfloor ventilation
have been tried but in general this is more expensive than for new houses.

(2) Ventilation of indoor radon to the atmosphere.

In situations where radon cannot be effectively prevented from
entering the airspaces of a house either from the subsoil or from the
building materials then ventilation of the house air to the atmosphere
is in principle a simple remedy. Three main problems with this
approach have so far been identified. The first is the conflict with
energy conservation as additional planned ventilation of heated house
air during the heating season will cost extra money which may be
unacceptable to the householder. The use of domestic heat exchangers
may help in this situation but these are as yet virtually unknown to
and may be unacceptably expensive for a typical Irish householder
faced with a radon problem. The second objection found with a simple
ventilation approach to radon removal is that an affected house will
already have its own "natural" ventilation rate. The remedially
necessary additional ventilation rate may easily create an
unacceptable draught level in the house. The third problem with
additional ventilation that has now been noticed recently in some U.S.
homes is that in certain ventilation designs the associated pressure
gradient may actually increase the radon level by drawing additional
sub-floor radon rich air into the house. In some Swedish ventilation
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designs this has been avoided by pumps maintaining the house at a
pressure slightly above atmospheric pressure. An approach of this
latter type is probably somehat academic for the present Irish milieu!

<3) The direct removal of the indoor radon daughters.

As should be clear from the earlier sections of this report it is the
daughter products of radon rather the gas radon itself which are of
prime radiological health significance. The lung dose arises almost
exclusively from the daughters. This means in principle that the lung
dose could be reduced to very low and acceptable levels if the
daughter products could be removed from the air without necessarily
removing the radon gas. Arising from their physical and chemical
properties the daughters have a very complex existance in the air.
They may be found to be electrically charged in either a "free" state
or attached to other airborne particles , deposited on wall surfaces
etc. In a number of countries including Ireland^research is being
carried out into the complex behavoir of these radioactive particles.
Apart from its more fundamental aspects it improves our knowledge of
the way these species deposit energy in the airways of the lung and in
the present context helps to indicate the most effective ways of
removing these species from the air. The two most promising ways of
removing radon daughters -from the air appear to be by filtration and
electric field removal. As stated above the new E.E.C. funded
collaboration between U.C.D. and the Technical University of Denamrk
will build on earlier joint work and will study and attempt to
optimise these methods (re-f 5 and 6),

APPENDIX OF RADIATION UNITS AND TERMS

This appendix gives some definitions of the radiation units used in
the text and of the concepts on which they are based. The author
apologises for any omissions and for further reading suggests
reference 7 which is a very readable and accurate account of the basic
facts of radiation.

ACTIVITY :The rate at which a radioactive substance decays.

UNITS OF ACTIVTY:

BECQUEREL(Bq). The Becquerel which is the new unit of activity
corresponds to the decay of one radioactive atom per second.

CURIE(Ci). . The Curie is the old unit of activity and corresponds to
the decay of 3.7 x lo'6 radioactive atoms per second.
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RADIATION DOSES

There are different ways in which a radiation dose may be expressed.
In hierarchical order the dose quantities are defined as -follows:

ABSORBED DOSE .

This is the amount o-f energy imparted by the radiation to unit mass o-f
matter.

UNITS OF ABSORBED DOSE :

SRI\Y <Gy). This is the new unit and equals 1 Joule per kilogram

RAD . This is the old unit and equals 0.01 Bro.y

DOSE EQUIVALENT.

When the absorbed dose in tissue is multiplied by a factor which takes
into account the different effectiveness o-f various types of radiation
the quantity obtained is called the dose equivalent.

UNITS OF DOSE EQUIVALENT :

SIEVERT (Sv). The Sievert (the new unit) is the absorbed do^se in Gray
multiplied by the effective factor for the particular radiation. For
gamma and X-rays the -factor to be used is set at 1 while for alpha
particles as emitted by radon daughters the factor is 20 which
reflects greater harm-fullness of alpha radiation. Thus while 1 Grî y of
gamma radiation corresponds to 1 Sievert we find that 1 Gro.y of alpha
radiation corresponds to 20 Sievert.

REM . This was the old unit of dose equivalent. 1 Sievert = 100 rem.

EFFECTIVE DOSE EQUIVALENT.

When the dose equivalent is multiplied by the risk weighting factors
appropriate to various tissues and organs and the products are summed
then the final quantity obtained is called the effective dose
equivalent. It is in effect the dose equivalent to the whole body that
would give same overall risk as the actual pattern of irradiation
which may in fact have been delivered only to a small part of the
body. The effective dose equivalent is often abbreviated simply to
dose but care should be exercised in comparing dose amounts quoted in
the literature to make sure that the "doses" being compared are all of
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the same type.There is not as yet a separate unit -for effective dose
equivalent. The Si evert or rem used to express dose equivalent is also
used to express e-f-fective dose equivalent. This adds somewhat to the
con-fusion !

EQUILIBRIUM EQUIVALENT CONCENTRATION OF RADON

As radon daughters are quite often not in equilibrium
with radon it is convenient to state the actual situation in an air
sample in terms o-f the situation where the daughters are in
equilibrium with radon. The term used -for this purpose is the
equilibrium equivalent radon concentration (EC—Radon) . This is de-fined
as that activity concentration o-f radon in radioactive equilibrium
with its short-lived daughters that has the same potential alpha
energy concentration as the actual non-equilibrium mixture present in
the air .
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